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A PUMPING THEOREM FOR DETERMINISTIC
ETOL LANGUAGES

by A. EHRENFEUCHT(1) and G. ROZENBERG(2)

Communicated by W. BRAUER

Abstract. — This paper is concerned with deterministic ETOL languages. A theorem is proved
which, roughly speaking, says that if a deterministic ETOL îanguage contains a word with a special
property thèn it must contain an infinité set ofwords obtainedfrom the given one by « synchronously
pumping » a number of subwords of the given word. This theorem has a number of applications
for proving that certain languages are not deterministic ETOL languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of L Systems which originated from the works of Lindenmayer
(see Lindenmayer [6]) turned out to be useful and interesting from both the
biological and formai points of view (see, e.g., Herman and Rozenberg [5]
and Rozenberg and Salomaa [8]).

In fact the theory of L Systems forms today one of the most vigorously
investigated topics in formai Ianguage theory. It shed new light on basic
problems in formai Ianguage theory and it introduced the whole range of
new problems and techniques for solving them.

One of the research areas in the theory of L Systems is an investigation
of the (combinatorial) structure of L languages (as opposed to the structure
of various classes of L languages). We consider this to be one of the central
areas in the theory. For example, unless we learn about a « structure of
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14 A. EHRENFEUCHT, G. ROZENBERG

a single L language » there is a iittle chance that we will be able to have
a feedback from the theory of L Systems into the area where all this research
originated (theoretical biology) or into the areas where undoubtedly L lan-
guages have some advantages over traditional Chomsky languages (for
example linguistics or theoretical computer science).

This paper concentrâtes on the so called deterministic ETOL languages,
one of the central families of languages in the L Systems theory (see, e.g.,
Downey [1], Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4], Rozenberg [7] and
Salomaa [9]).

In trying to discover a resuit on L languages which would be analogous
to the famous « pumping lemma for context free languages » (see, e.g.,
Salomaa [10], p. 56), which is probably the most useful known resuit on the
structure of a context free language, the basic difficulty met can be described
as follows.

In context free grammars in long enough dérivations one can always find
a self-embedding nonterminal and then iterate its rewritings an arbitrary
number of times with the rest of the string remaining unchanged. This is due
to a totally sequential way of rewritings in context free grammars (one
occurrence of a symbol is rewritten in a single step). This « trick » does not
work in L Systems because in a single dérivation step all occurrences of all
symbols in the string under considération must be rewritten. In fact such a
single itération can not take place because even the simplest classes of
L languages contain languages such that the sets of lengths of their strings
do not have to contain an arithmetic progression.

We have resolved the difficulty in this way that

(1) we have used a classification of symbols much finer than that of
dividing them in self-embedding and non-self embedding catégories only
(such a classification was introduced in Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4]), and

(2) we have considered only special words in the given language, the
so called « /-random words ».

This is presented in Section III of this paper.
Section IV provides the proof of our main resuit and Section V provides

some of its applications for a rather difficult task of proving that certain
languages are not deterministic ETOL languages.

Throughout this paper we use standard formal-language theoretic notation
and terminology.
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A PUMPING THEOREM FOR DETERMINISTIC ETOL LANGUAGES 15

IL EDTOL SYSTEMS AND LANGUAGES

In this section we recall the définitions of detenninistic ETOL Systems and
languages (see Rozenberg [7]) and provide some examples of them.

Définition 1. An extended deterministic table L System without interactions,
abbreviated as an EDTOL system, is defined as a construct G — < F, ff, (o, L >
such that

1) F is a finite set (called the alphabet of G).

2) 3* is a finite set (called the set of tables of G), each element of which
is a finite subset of F x F*. Each P in (F satisfies the foliowing condition :
for each a in F there exists exactly one oc in F* such that < a, oc > is in P.

3) G) G V+ (called the axiom of G).

(We assume that F, S, and each P in (T are nonempty sets.)

We call G propagating, abbreviated as an EPDTOL system, if each P
in (T is a subset of F x F + .

Définition 2. Let G = < F, (F, ©, 2 > be an EDTOL System. Let x e F + ,
JC = ^ ... ak, where each ap 1 < j < /:, is an element of F, and let y e F*.
We say that x directly dérives y in G (denoted as x => y) if and only if there

exist P in ïT and p l 9 ..., />k in P such that p x = < al9 ocx >, ..., ph = < a ,̂ ak >

and 7 = a t ... ocfc. We say that x dérives y in G (denoted as x ^> y) if and only

if either (i) there exists a séquence of words x0, xl9 ..., xn in F* (« > 1) such
that x0 = xt xn = y and x0 =? xl g> ... ^> xB, or (ii) x = y.

Définition 5. Let G = < F, 3\ co, S > be an EDTOL system. The language

of G, denoted as L(G), is defined as L{G) = { x e Z* : w | > x } .

Notation. Let G = < F, (T, ©, S > be an EDTOL system.

1 ) If < a, a > is an element of some P in iT then we call it a production
and write a -+ a is in P, or a -+ a.

2) If x => ƒ using table P from (F, then we also write x => y,

3) In fact each table P from (T is a finite substitution. Hence we can use
a « functional » notation and write Pm for an m-folded composition of P,
PmPm-l ... P1 for a composition of tables P l 5 ..., Pm (first P l s then P29 ...,
finally Pm), etc. In this sensé Pm ... P^(x) dénotes the (unique) word y which
is obtained by rewriting x by the séquence of tables Pl9 P2, .-, Pm-

We end this section with two examples of EDTOL Systems and languages.
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16 A. EHRENFEUCHT, G. ROZENBERG

EXAMPLE 1. Let Gx = < F, ff, ©, S > where F = { vl, 5, a }, S = {a },
a) = AB and (T = { P l s P 2 }, where

Pt = {A ^> A2,B ^> B*,a ^> a} , P 2 = { A -• a, 5 -* a, a -> « }.

Gj is an EPDTOL system where L(G) = { a2n+3" : « > 0 }.

EXAMPLE 2. Let G2 = < { a, b9 A, B, C, D, F}, <T, CD, {a, b } >, where
(F = { Pu P29 P3 } and

Jpi = {a^F9b->F,A^A,B-+ByC-> ACB, D ^ DA}y

P2 = {a-* F,b-+ F,A-> A,B-+ B,C^> CB, D-> D}9

P3 = {a ^ F, b ^ F, A ^> a, B -> b, C -+ A, D -• A }.

G2 is an EDTOL System which is not propagating, and

L(G2) = { anèma" : n 7* 0, m ^ n }.

UI. DERIVATIONS IN EDTOL SYSTEMS

A central notion in investigating the structure of an EDTOL language is
« a dérivation in an EDTOL system ».

Définition 4. Let G = < V9 3\ co, 2 > be an EDTOL System. A dérivation
(of y from x) in G is a construct D = ((x0, ..., xk\ (To, .„, Tk_l)) where
k ^ 2 and

1) x0 , . . . , x k are in F*.

2) 2;,-.., Ç - i are in IF,
3) x 0 = x, X* = j ; and 7J(x(.) = x i + 1 for 0 < / ^ /: ~ 1.

If x = © then we simply say that D is a dérivation (of y) in G.

Définition 5. Let G = < F, 0\ co, Z > be an EDTOL system and let
D = ((x0, ..., xfc), 7 ,̂ ..., ^_ j ) ) be a dérivation in G. For each occurrence a
in Xj, 1 ^ j ^ fc, by a contribution of a in D, denoted as ContrD(a), we mean
the whole subword of xk which is derived from a.

Définition 6. Let G = < F, ff, ®, 2 > be an EDTOL system and let
Z> = ((x0, ..., xk), (To, ..., ^ - i ) ) be a dérivation in G. A subderivation of D
is a construct D = ((xio, ..., x j , (P io>..., P l f_ t)) where

1) 0 < i0 < i4 < ... < i q ^ k - l ,

2) for each y in { 0, ..., 9 - 1 }, Ptj = TtjTÎJ+t ... Tij+i_v

REMARK

Although a subderivation of a dérivation in G does not have to be a
dérivation in G we shall use for subderivations the same terminology as for
dérivations and this should not lead to confusion. (For example we talk about

Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle



A PUMPING THEOREM FOR DETERMINISTIC ETOL LANGUAGES 17

tables used in a subderivation.) Given a subderivation D of N and an occur-
rence a in a word of D we talk about ContrD(#) in an obvious sensé.

Définition 7. Let G = < K, fl\ ©, E > be an EPDTOL System and let ƒ be
a function from ftpos into 5lpOs- Let D be a dérivation in G and let
^ = ((xo> •••> x*)> (̂ o' •••' Tk-i)) be a subderivation of Z>. Let a be an occur-
rence (of A from V) in xf for some t in { 0, ..., fc }.

1) a is called (ƒ, 2>)-*fc (m xt\ if | C o n t r » | > ƒ (AÏ),
2) a is called ( ƒ, D)-small {in xt\ if |ContrD(a)| ^ f{n\
3) a is called unique (in xt)\ï a is the only occurrence of A in xf>

4) a is called multiple (in xt) if « is not unique (in xt\

5) a is called D-recursive (in xt) if ^_i(^) contains an occurrence of A,

6) a is called D-nonrecursive (in xt) if a is not .D-recursive (in xt).

REMARK

1 ) Note that in an EDTOL system each occurrence of the same letter
in a word is rewritten in the same way during a dérivation process. Hence
we can talk about ( ƒ, D)-b\g (in xt\ ( f9 Z))-small (in xt), unique (in xt\ mul-
tiple (in xt\ Z)-recursive (in xt) and D-nonrecursive (in xt) letters.

2) Whenever ƒ or D or D is fixed in considérations we will simplify the
terminology in the obvious way (for example, we can talk about big letters
(in xt) or about recursive letters (in xt)\

Définition 8. Let G = < V, $, co, S > be an EPDTOL System and let ƒ be
a function from %pos into 3lpos. Let D be a dérivation in G and let
D = ((JC0, ..., xk)t (T09 ..., Tk_x))9 be a subderivation of D. We say that D is
near (wifA respect to D and f) if the following holds :

1) Min (x0) = Min (xl)=... = Min (xk), Min (x) dénotes the set of all
letters occurring in x.

2) If j is in { 0, ..., k } and A is a letter from Min (x}\ then ,4 is big
(small, unique, multiple, recursive, nonrecursive) in x} if and only if A is big
(small, unique, multiple, recursive or nonrecursive respectively) in xt for
every t in { 0, ..., k }.

3) For every j in { 0, ..., k } Min (xj) contains a big recursive letter.
4) For every y in { 0, ..., k } and every A in Min (xj), if A is big then A

is unique.
5) For every y in { 0, ..., k - 1 }.
5.1) Tj contains a production of the form A -» a where A is a big letter

and a contains small letters, and

n° août 1975, R-2.



18 A. EHRENFEUCHT, G. ROZENBERG

5.2) I f£-> ais in Tp then
— if B is small recursive, then oc ~ B, and
— if B is nonrecursive then oc consists of small recursive letters only.
6) For every Uj in { 0, ..., k } and every A in K, if a is a small occurrence

of A in x2 and è is a small occurrence of A in Xj then |ContrD(a)| = |ContrD(Z>)|.
7) For every big recursive letter A and for every i9j in { 0, ..., k — 1 },

if Z -» a and Z =» P then ot and P have the same set of big letters (and in fact

none of them except for Z is recursive).

Définition 9. Let ƒ be a function from 31 pos into 3lpos. We say that ƒ is
s/ovv if

(Va)Jlpos(3A2a)Jlpos (Vx)5lpos [if x > *a then ƒ(*) < *«].

Thus, for example, a constant function and (log xf are examples of slow
functions.

Définition 70. Let S be a finite alphabet and let ƒ be a function from 5lpos

into 3lpos. Let w be in S*. We say that w is an f-random word (over S) if

(Vw1? ul9 w2, u29 w3)z* [if w = M;1M1W2W2VW3 and IwJ > ƒ(|w| )
and |w2| > /( |w|) then wL # u2~\.

Thus, informally speaking, we call a word w /-random if every two disjoint
subwords of w which are longer than ƒ( |w| ) are different.

The following resuit proved in Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4], is the
central resuit for proving our pumping theorem for EDTOL languages.

Theorem 1. For every EPDTOL System G and every slow function ƒ there
exist r in 5ipos and s in N such that, for every w in L(G\ if |w| > s and w
is /-random, then every dérivation of w in G contains a neat subderivation
longer than |vt>|r.

IV. A PUMPING THEOREM FOR EDTOL LANGUAGES

In this section we prove the main resuit of this paper.

Theorem 2. For every EDTOL language K and for every slow function ƒ
there exists a constant s such that for every /-random word x in K longer
than s there exists a positive integer constant / and words x0, ..., xt, a l 5 ..., at

with 0^2 ... CT( 7* A such that x = xox± ... xt and for every non-négative
integer n, XgO^a^ ... xt<jn

t is in L.

Revue Française d'Automatique, Informatique et Recherche Opérationnelle



A PUMPING THEOREM FOR DETERMINISTIC ETOL LANGUAGES 19

Proof

Let K be an EDTOL language and let ƒ be a slow function. According
to Theorem 4 in Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [4] we can assume that
K - { A } is generated by an EPDTOL System G = < V, !T, co, Z >. We also
assume that K contains infinitely many /-random words, because otherwise
Theorem 2 is trivially true.

Now by Theorem 1 we can assume that there exists a constant s such that
if w is an /-random word in L(G) longer than s then every dérivation of w in G
contains a neat subderivation containing at least three words.

Thus let x be an /-random word in L(G) such that \x\ > s. Let

\ ^ - i ) ) be a dérivation of x in G and let
Pf,^)) be a neat subderivation of Z> where

fl ^ p - 1.

For j in { 0, ..., q — 1 } let us call a big recursive letter A in j ^ expansive
iî A p* CLA§ where aP # A. Note that by the définition of a neat subderivation
(see points 3, 5 and 7 in Définition 8) y io contains an expansive big recursive
letter.

We can write yio as

D
D

q ;
= ((yt0, ->
^ 2andO ^ »o

,h

<
{Fi<

where Bl9 ..., 5k are big recursive letters and none of the words Y0, .„, yk con-
tains a big recursive letter. Note that by the définition of a neat subderivation
(see point 4 in Définition 8), k < # Kand so 1 ^ k ^ # V.

Let, for i in { 1, ..., k },
Hence,

and if we set R = Th Th + x... Tp_ x we have

x = yp = ^i>0(Y0)i?(aoi)i?(51)7î(p01)i?i>0(Y1)... R{*Ok)R{Bk)R(%k)RPo{yk\

But we can change the dérivation D in such a way that, for an arbi-
trary n > 1, we can apply Po n times to yio and then apply J? (let us dénote the
so obtained word by xM). In this way we have

H(ytt) =

n° août 1975, R-2.



20 A. EHRENFEUCHT, G. ROZENBERG

and finally

*<»> = Rl»0{y,t) = RP"o
+l(y0)RP»0(aLol)...RP0(*0l)R(oi0l)R(B1)..,

...R(Bk)R(VOk)RP0(VOk)...RP»0(V0k)RP"0
+1(yk).

However P0(y0), P0(yi),..., P0(yk), Po(ctOi),..., Po(«Ok), i\>(Poi),..
are words over small recursive letters only.

Consequently, for every m > 1,

Thus

...(RPo(<xOk)rR(*Ok)R(Bk)R(VOk)(RPo(VOk)yRPo(yk).

Let us notice that (because yÎQ contains an expansive big recursive letter)
at least one from iÊiyotoJ, RP0($01)9 ..., RPo{oLOk), RPo($Ok) is a nonempty
word. Also, for every n ^ 0, x(n) is clearly in L{G\ Thus if we set

x0 = RP0(y0),

a, = RP0{*01\ x, = R(*oi)R{Bx)R{Voi)>
a2 =

then we see that Theorem 2 holds. (Note that t < 2( # F).

V, APPLICATIONS

In this section we indicate a number of applications of Theorem 2.
First we need a définition.
Définition IL Let Ĵ  be a language. The length set of K, denoted as

Length(K\ is defined by Length(K) = { n : there exists a word x in ÜT, such
that |JC| = n } .

As a direct conséquence of Theorem 2 we get the following resuit.

Theorem 3. If ƒ is a slow function and K is an EDTOL language which
contains infinitely many/-random words, then Length (K) includes an arithme-
tic progression.

Hère is a rather strange, but instructive, example of an application of
Theorem 3 to prove that a particular language is not an EDTOL language.
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A PUMPING THEOREM FOR DETERMINISTIC ETOL LANGUAGES 21

Let E =. { 0, 1, $ }. Let for each positive integer k9 <xk dénote an arbitrary,
but fixed, word of the form x t $x 2 $. . . $x2fc $where xv ..., x2k exhaust the set
of all different words of length k over the alphabet {0, 1 }.

Let M = { ak : k ^ 1 }.

CoroHary 1. M is not an EDTOL language.

Proof

This follows directly from Theorem 3 once we notice that if ƒ is the
function deflned by f (y) = 2 log y then each word in M is /-random. (Notice
that otfe has no identical disjoint subwords of length larger than 2k. But
log jafc| = Iog2fc(& + 1) = k + log (A: + 1) > k,and$o2k < 21og|ock|). "

Now we would like to point out that restricting ourselves to /-random
words only still leaves us (in gênerai) with a considérable number of words
providing that ƒ is not « too slow ». This is shown as follows.

Lemma L Let I be a finite alphabet such that # £ = m ^ 2. Let ƒ be
a function from 3lposinto &possuch that, for every x in 5lpos, f(x) > 4 log2 x.

Then, for every positive integer n,

# {w G 2* : \w\ = n and w is /-random} . 1

m" n

Proof

Let S and ƒ satisfy the statement of the theorem.

First let us find an upper bound on the number of words in 2 * of length n

which are not /-random.

1) If a word w is not /-random, then it can be written in the form

in E and a in S where ]a| > f(n).

2) With the fixed values of « l s n2 and jtx| we may have at most
ml«l ,mn~2\a\ _ m»~i*i w o r ( j s which are not /-random. But |a| > ƒ(«) and
somn" |ot | <mn'finK

3) The number of choices forni,n2 and a is not larger than nl.

4) Trms the number of words of length n which are not /-random is smaller

Consequently,

# { w e £* : |w| — n and w is not /-random} n3 • mn~fin) _ n3

n° août 1975, R-2.



2 2 A. EHRENFEUCHT, G. ROZENBERG

But ƒ {n) > 4 log2 n and so

n3
 < n3 n3 n3 n3

m m 2 n

Thus

# { w 6 2* : jwl = n and w is /-random} t 1^ î
mn n

which proves the lemma.

As a direct corollary from Theorem 3 and Lemma 1 we have the following
resuit.

Theorem 4. Let K be an EDTOL language over an alphabet S,
where # S — m ^ 2. If length(i^) does not contain an arithmetic progression
then

Using this resuit we eau show several iateresting examples of languages
which are not EDTOL languages.

Corollary 2. Let S be a finite alphabet with # Z ^ 2. Let k be a positive
integer larger than 1. Then

1 ) { w e 2* : H = kn for some « ^ 0 } is not an EDTOL language.
2) { w s S* : |w| = nk for some n ^ 0 } is not an EDTOL language.

Let us finally remark that finding examples of languages which are
not EDTOL languages is very useful for finding examples of languages which
are not ETOL languages. In fact by Theorems 1 and 2 from Ehrenfeucht,
Rozenberg and Skyum [3] each example of a language which is not an EDTOL
language may be used to provide infinitely many examples of languages
which are not ETOL languages.
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